NATURAL

There are different types of aging, depending on muscules types, skin types, etc.
And so these types of aging can be connected to the archetypes. Like, Dramatic-carriers gets their face features
sharpen with age, Natural-carriers gets the second chin, Romantic-carriers loosing the oval, etc.
Deformative aging (ptosis), in Yang-Yin, often has a fat or combined skin, which also contributes to a
combination between tight and muffin body build:
• That skin&muscles type means that the second chin often appears early, sometimes already around
30s…
• Fat loss in cheek makes causes a sagging skin along the jawline and marionette lines appears together
with nasolabial folds

•

Round face becomes more rectangular (ND) or squared (NR) with age. Also if in
the young years you looked charming, with age face features gets bigger and it rudes
the image (that is also one of the reasons why you shouldn’t use countering make-up
you’ve been doing in younger years (Ng, ND) – now it’ll age you.

•

Upper lid’ ptosis and under eye bags

•
•

•

Nose might become bigger due to water collecting… Also if you had a big mouth (ND), it migh get
bigger with time as well)
Withers on the neck (of course, it might be a Osteochondrosis, but if not, vinegair massage or radical
Liposaction would help!

Venosis flow might be hardened, so face gets red.

BRIGHT SIDE:
• You would save money on anti-wrinkled crème since you have very little wrinkles!
• Do not do botox, save money on that! Especially don’t do it in brows area: brows would sagge and bags
would increase! (the only one who could do that, is wrinkled+derormation aging type Gamin-Natural /
Natural-Gamin)
• Do not do hyaluronic acid
WHAT TO DO?: To get the right cosmetologist – is the must for you a way more than for other archetypes!
• Often loosing weight helps to fit the face too. (there is a certain dependens on looking older for you)
• Facebuilding and Japanese face massage (lymphatic drainage by Zogan);
• Micro therapy
• Lifting cremes, contents strengthening of the venous wall and microcirculation improving contents
(vitamins K, C, P, algies, arnica montana, aesculus) – since 30s (like Swiss Line Cell Shock TotalLift Very Rich Cream)
• Fillers to the upper face, like temples, but not lower/at the cheekbones! (otherwise face would
sagge). Also fillers or even implant in the lower jaw chin could stop the second chin!
• But mostly, plastic surgery: blepharoplastie, facelifting, face threading (thread facelift)

Whom else to check out for inspiration in anti-aging company?:, NC Katherine Denevue,

ND – Shirley MacClain Nd

ND 50/50:
If you are NR, who has an interesting tendency to look older than the age is in younger years, but then younger

than age is around 30s😉, check out Romy Schneider

NC/Ng Jackie O. GN Gigi Hadid
,
Pls notice that after 55 y.o.all types of aging start to get mixed and so a combined aging type follows.

Your weight gain type is: chest, back (upper part of the figure), and bottom tommy while thighs and hips stays
slim:

=>
Style method is accent one. But in difference from Gamines, set on a bigger scaled accents like one bigger
pendant or earrings, bag as the main accent in your look, etc. Don’t overdo with everything of that together, like
zigzag for Gamine😉

Accent method: is bright, attracting, original, and easy to start styling with. Both accessories or solid piece
could be accents (like bright dress for Dramatics or bright color skirt or pants). Also a printed garment could be
an accent.
Add a neutral or basic clothes (jeans jacket, white shirt, etc). In sport-chic, for instance, it would be bright shoes
and neutral rest, which also suit great for fall-winter-spring season of the year (easier to build). In a FW it also
can be a coat.
Also in case you use 1 accent color, you could add a silhouette method. But it won’t work with 2 colors😉.
Bold ones could play on 2 accent colors (complimentary scheme or nuance color). 3 colors (triad or splitdivided scheme) is already complicated.

Silhouette method can suit to slim one Naturals, but can rude you as well, unless you are in dramatic
style/grunge, there even asymmetry can be used.

This method corrects your figure in the way you want;); is very expressive, overdressed one, since unusual cut
creates an impression and determines the image. Thus, tops with unusual sleeve shapes, oversize garments
(shirts) could be combined with straight structured bottoms – pencil skirt, jeans or sigharette pants. But of
course, the bottom also could be unusual, like an assymetrical skirt (with draping, volangers, “tails”, etc).
Due to high attention attracting, it’s better be in neutral colors, or color might to overdo the image. Only 1
accent allowed. Also details, like bags, broosches, must be chosen very carefully, remembering about
determination of the image (Like, pirate balloon sleeves shirt won’t live good with a straw bag;)
Thus, this s´method is good to use in fall-winter time, and let it be a coat; ), so the rest is neutral easy to
combine wardrobe;). Coz the biggest minus this method has – it’s that you’ll have to have a huge wardrobe in
case of many silhouette garments in your wardrobe;).
Also pay attention that this method must be used at the right places you are attending. Your kids’ school parent
meeting might be not the best place for it;).
recommended to GD, Gn, Dr, ND
Harmonic method might age you…

•

Ok, let me be straight😉: you can wear whatever, eclectic gets lost with age for you😉. Just get a big
glasses to hide your eye sages😉

•

Do: classical silhouettes in smooth fabrics. Lady like together with a print on a smooth fabrics. Dandy
style. (more – in the style story😉

•

Minimalism suits only to aged Dramatics, others needs attracting attention (bright or big/or both
together) jewelry (just check your lookbook and introduction if you need to accent arms/to have an
accent around hips, so you can or can not wear the bracelets)

